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Thus, this Women’s History Month, Sims Nation Magazine

honors the contributions of women everywhere, with a

special focus on women of color, who often bear the

heaviest burdens of the very societies that dismiss them.  

Woman, celebrate yourself.  Celebrate every hill, scar,

and wrinkle of your body. Celebrate the fluid genius that

is your mind.  Celebrate your story with all your trials and

triumphs.  Tell your story. Take up space.  Reject whoever

and whatever does not respect you and your boundaries.

Raise your voice. Dare to be heard.  For it is only through

this beautiful, frustrating struggle that we can continue

to make progress. 

For some, “feminism” is the ultimate f-word. 

Feminism.  The radical idea that the sexes are and should

be treated equally.  Somehow, along the way, the words

of a few bastardized and butchered “feminism” so it

became synonymous with insatiable man-hating or

female viciousness. 

The Sims Nation Magazine has never and will never

believe the hype. 

The world brims with the incredible contributions that

women have made in science, in mathematics, in the arts,

in politics, in philosophy, in medicine, in economics, in

engineering, in business, on and on endlessly. 

We all sprang from the audacious womb of a woman. 

 The warmth and willingness of women to care, to think,

to rise is what cradles this world as it steadily matures.  
ALAERYN  EMLU 'RATHIAN

EDITOR  IN  CHIEF

from the editor

A.Em 
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For the truly dedicated Simmer who longs to play their beloved

Sims in mobile form, there exists two Mobile versions of the

long-standing franchise: The Sims FreePlay--which launched

on mobile devices in 2011, and Sims Mobile-- which launched

March 2018.  While both have their pros and cons, Sims

FreePlay, as the older of the two iterations, boasts a far more

robust system of quests, events, build/buy selections, and

Create-a-Sim fashions to keep their players enthralled year

after year. 

The Sims Nation Magazine encourages any avid Simmer to dip

their toes into the satisfying pool that is Sims Freeplay, and in

order to make the transition easier, we have begun to compile

a series of quest walkthroughs to help players along the way. 

A walkthrough delineates each step of a given quest in an

easily digestible format.  While many incredible Game

Changers-- such as the indomitable GirlWhoGames -- have

dissected each quest in enormous detail, players don’t always

have the time to log onto a deeply detailed blog or watch a ten

to twenty minute video. 

These walkthroughs are a quick and dirty resource that players

can download onto a mobile device for an easy reference. 

The very idea of walkthroughs for Sims Mobile events was

spearheaded in large part by Star Lenoir of The Sims Mobile

Community on Facebook and Discord.  The efficient format

was Star’s brainchild, and the Sims Nation Magazine is simply

lifting this idea to apply to Sims FreePlay, a game which is not in

the Sims Mobile Community’s wheelhouse. 

Feel free to screenshot the following walkthroughs, which are

for the first three beginner’s quests-- Bread Winner, Money

Grows on Trees, and Love is in the Air-- and keep your eyes

peeled for more walkthroughs as we work through every single

quest the game has to offer. 

The Beginner's Guide to FreePlay
B Y  A L A E R Y N  E M L U ' R A T H I A N  

PLAYERS CAN ALSO FIND THESE WALKTHROUGHS
AT SIMS NATION MAGAZINE’S DISCORD: 

HTTPS://DISCORD.GG/PAJGGSKZRB
 

OR
 

THE SIMS NATION DISCORD: 
HTTPS://DISCORD.GG/3XVEBWVQCC
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You don’t need to look far on Sim social media to find works from the
incredible Hana. Hana is well-known on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram as the stylish and outspoken mobile Simmer with fairytale
worthy builds.  Not only are Hana’s Sims and builds pleasing to the eye,
but her photographs of her creations are always show-stopping. 
 Hana pores over her pictures, capturing the perfect poses under the
perfect lighting, and then enhances them with masterful ease. 

But even this is not all that there is to Hana.  Beloved in the Sims
community, Hana has become the fair and frank voice of reason for
many Simmers.  Her careful critique of Sims Mobile is always well-
balanced and full of undeniable truth.  At the same time, her love for
the game is also well-documented, and players can often find her
modeling the latest Sim styles or making creative use of the latest Sim
assets. 

Sims Nation Magazine is proud to present some of Hana’s most
beloved creations -- her Sims and builds-- below. 

STYLE AND SASS 
A MOMENT WITH HANA 

BY ALAERYN EMLU'RATHIAN
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THE  S IMS

Hana’s impeccable Sims are always stunning, well-dressed babes.  

From her voluptuous and polished feminine Sims to her handsomely chiseled masculine Sims, 

Hana’s pocket people are always sure to please. 

07



THE  BU I LDS

Hana’s builds always feel like a little piece of paradise. 
 Surrounded by lush, detailed landscaping and befitted with
elegant windows and doors, Hana’s builds seem suited for the
very highest class of Sims.

Above is her award-winning cafe and spa retreat, the very
build that won The Sims Mobile’s 2020 Raise the Roof contest.  

To the left  is Hana’s “dreamy little cottage” on her Eco
Retreat lot. 

Hana also happens to be the queen of “clutter.”With an eye for
detail, Hana is able to instantly create a warm, inviting living
space by placing freshly baked pies, table plants, jars,
baskets, drink trays, and whatever else would please her Sims.
The result is a build that actually feels lived in. 

Hana’s unique eye for beauty makes her a fan favorite on
social media everywhere. 
Connect with her on both Twitter and Instagram as
@Hana_TSM. 
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Black History Month is behind us, but we at Sims Nation Magazine believe that

Black Lives Matter year round!  

This moment in our magazine honors the activists who changed Black lives for the

better through the power of protest and politics.  

Sims Nation Facebook Group members madeover their 

Sims to look like the giants of Civil Rights movements past and present.  

Peruse their creations below and learn more about these Black leaders.

BLACK HISTORY
 HEROES:

ACTIVISTS
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IDA B. WELLS

An American journalist, abolitionist, and unapologetic feminist, Ida B. Wells led an anti-lynching crusade in the

United States during the 1890’s. She helped found integral Civil Rights organizations such as the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP.) She nearly singlehandedly exposed the brutal,

unjust cruelty that was lynching through her writing.  Her pamphlet “Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in all its

Phases” revealed that lynching was not reserved for Black criminals as many Whites professed. 

Instead, lynching was the barbaric practice used to intimidate African-Americans into frightened

submission.  

10
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Malcom X, an African American leader and prominent figure in the Nation of Islam, brought the life-changing

concepts of race pride and Black nationalism to the forefront in the early 1960’s. Although he was

assassinated February 21st, 1965, his legacy made him into the ideological hero of millions. Black youth

immortalized his life story and his ideas. Even after his death, Malcolm X’s viewpoints inspired such game-

changing organizations as the Black Panthers. Today, he remains one of the most well-known, well-

respected Civil Rights figures in recent memory. 

MALCOLM X
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RUBY BRIDGES
On November 14th, 1960, when Ruby Bridges was just six years old, she integrated a white southern

elementary school. Her mother and U.S Marshals escorted her through throngs of violent, hissing mobs.

Segregationists threw things at Ruby and called the child ugly names as she walked into the school building.

Her brave act inspired many during this incredible milestone of the 1960’s.  

MARSHA P. JOHNSON
Marsha was an African American transgender woman who was an LGBTQ rights activist and outspoken

advocate for trans people of color. Her legend credits her as the woman responsible for the awe-inspiring

Stonewall Uprising of 1969. When police ransacked the Stonewall Inn one hot June evening, Marsha had had

enough. She led the crowd of gathered gays in a massive protest that pushed back police and filled New York

City’s streets. The time of this beautiful riot is immortalized as Pride month. Alongside Slyvia Rivera, Marsha

established the Street Transgender Action Revolutionaries, a group commited to helping New York City’s

homeless transgender youth. 
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Easily the most recognizable and influential of all Black activists, Martin Luther King Jr was the Baptist
minister and social activist who led the Civil Rights movement in the United States during the 1950’s and
1960’s. His nonviolent approach and outstanding leadership was fundamental to the movement’s success. 
 He, alongside thousands of other like-minded leaders, helped end the legal segregation of African-
Americans in the South and beyond.  He rose to national prominence as head of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, soon led the March on Washington in 1963, and won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964.  

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 
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Huey Newton -- handsome, charming, and unabashedly outspoken-- was the activist who founded the Left-
Wing Black Panther Party for Self Defense in Oakland, California. Alongside the legendary Bobby Seale, Huey
molded the organization into one that was integral to the Black Power movement. 
The group believed that Black people, often brutalized by the police forces meant to protect them, must
begin protecting themselves. The Black Panthers fed and clothed their Black brethren, patrolled vulnerable
Black neighborhoods while armed to the teeth, and protested the iron hand of colonialism worldwide.  

HUEY P. NEWTON
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DuBois was an American sociologist, historian, author, editor, and activist.During the first half of the 20th
century, he was one of the most important Black protest leaders of his time.Alongside such brilliant minds as
Ida B. Wells, W.E.B DuBois helped found the National Association for the advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) in 1909. If this were not enough, he edited the NAACP’s magazine “The Crisis” from 1910-1934.
Most famously, his outstanding collection of essays entitled “The Souls of Black Folk” (1903), is known as a
key work of American literature. 

W.E.B DUBOIS
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DARE
TO

DESIGN
 WITH SIM GURU PENNY 

Game designers make sense of the often complex ,  tangled web

of code to create s leek ,  s l ick gaming experiences for players .   

This  complicated ,  often thankless process requires thousands

of hours of problem-solving ,  calculations ,  and meticulous code

strand analysis .   

This ,  however ,  is  not al l  that game designers must do .  These

math masters also delve into the behaviors and desires of the

gamers they aim to please ;  they must discern and design the

game features that wi l l  both motivate and inspire players .   This

thought process requires an immense level  of  creativity ,

communication ,  and artistry .    

Sim Guru Penny is  the hi larious and bri l l iant mind behind Sims 's

long-standing mobi le  iteration --  Sims FreePlay .   

Having carved her way into the gaming industry ,  a  f ie ld largely

dominated by men ,  as a talented woman of color ,  Penny has

steered the FreePlay ship for many years .  FreePlay ,  at  an

incredible ten years old ,  offers players the quirky ,  addictive

gameplay that they ’ve come to expect from Sims .   Endowed

with a robust bui ld/buy ,  endless events ,  and sleek assets ,  Sims

FreePlay has enraptured players for over a decade ,  and much

of this  is  thanks to Penny ’s design work .

Sims Nation Magazine connected with Penny to f ind out more

about her unique experience designing Sims FreePlay .    

July 2019

BY  ALAERYN EMLU 'RATHIAN
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P: Pretty good on the whole! Like I’m sure

a lot of people can relate to, last year

was a struggle, and we’ve all had wildly

different experiences according to our

living/family/work situations and which

countries we live in. I’m not sure when I’ll

feel comfortable around crowds again,

despite lockdown restrictions in my area

of Australia slowly relaxing, but I’m very

grateful to be able to visit cafes and

friends again. I look forward to being

able to holistically enjoy the world again

without the immediate worry.

A: Penny, it is an absolute pleasure to

speak with you. Thank you for agreeing to

an interview with Sims Nation Magazine!

How are you feeling now that the world is

beginning to see the light at the end of

the Coronavirus tunnel?

I always wanted to make games, but it

took me a long time to find the

confidence to admit it, and then make it

happen. After graduating high school I

got into a computer science games

degree in another city, and I ended up

turning it down in favor of a local graphic

design course (which seemed like a more

practical career choice, and involved less

scary math). At the completion of that

course, I realized I could not commit to it

as a career – I didn’t have the passion for

graphic design that seemed necessary to

succeed in the field. So, I figured if I was

going to fail in an industry, it might as

well be the one I dreamed of. I moved to

Melbourne to study games and then was

lucky enough to get a job with the

Firemonkeys afterwards.

A: Speaking of the gaming industry, it is

both notoriously male-dominated and

infamously difficult to crack into. Tell us

about your experience successfully

breaking into this industry! 

Honestly, it has been tough. My whole life

I have tended to be involved in a lot of

male dominated areas, and on top of

that I am a person of color who is part of

the LGBTQIA+ community. So there’s a

lot that has made me stand out in ways I

often don’t like, and I’ve had my fair

share of negative experiences. I feel like

each difference (while I’m proud and

happy with who I am), has made every

step towards success just that little bit

harder to take, as there’s just that much

more I have to think about, or deal with,

or unfairly get over.

" B E  Y O U , A N D  C H A S E  D O W N  T H E  B E S T

P O S S I B L E  V E R S I O N  O F  Y O U R S E L F . . "

P: Well, I was born in Canberra

(Australia), and always had an extremely

active imagination. My dad was a gamer,

and in turn me and my siblings were

obsessed with games from a young age.

For example, I remember learning to type

from playing games like ‘Little Computer

People’ and ‘Everquest’. Of course, I

adored ‘The Sims’, and as an

impressionable youth would watch the

opening credits and video with awe and

always wondered who the magical

people behind the scenes making it

happen were, and how they did it.

A : Enough COVID talk; our readers are

eager to know more about you! Where

are you from? What’s your story? How

did your upbringing inform your decision

to go into the gaming industry?

Saying that, I’m lucky to have been helped

by a lot of the gender diverse people who

have come before me and helped pave

the way. Melbourne is a very progressive,

art centric city, and as part of that

there’s a strong community of game

developers who value inclusion, and have

set up support structures like micro

communities, additional training, and

mentorship, to help under-represented

game developers find their feet.  I’m also

very happy and proud to say that EA has

been incredible to work for, and I’m glad I

have them as a standard to hold any

future workplaces to. They’re the first

workplace I’ve ever had that celebrates

Pride, and they’ve shown through actions

and the culture they’ve created that they

value inclusion. I have felt supported ever

since working with them.
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P: I don’t actually need to code! I can, but

I’m much happier doing design. Game

designers at smaller studios often need

to multitask and sometimes code a lot

more, but at larger studios, people tend

to be a lot more specialized. As a game

designer though, I love a lot of the

conceptual side of design, like asking

questions and dreaming up “what’s next”.

What’s the next great thing? What would

make the players happy and what does it

look like? How does it fit together with

our existing game? Another thing I love is

designing content and objects. It’s very

creative and can involve a lot of lateral

thinking. I love trying to find ways to

introduce new items in sneaky ways.

Often this means looking at what we’ve

got in a different way – for example,

often we can reuse code or functionality

from old objects to make a completely

new object if we look at it from a

different angle, and that’s where I really

thrive.

A: As a game designer, you must be a

master of intricate code.  It takes a

special person to meticulously wrangle

game code into a cohesive game

experience for players.  What is your

favorite part of the job when it comes to

coding?

A: Speaking of major updates, what has

been your favorite one so far?

I loved the Café Culture update because

it was inspired by Melbourne café

culture, so there was a strong sense of

home. The Lake House Christmas was

incredible as it was my first quest (you

wouldn’t believe how much effort goes

into them!), and the Moroccan update

was incredible for the diversity of

content introduced - both the stunning

visuals, but also some of the new

meaningful items we managed to slip in

(like the first rice cooker, hijabs, and nice

female suits with pants).

A: Tell us about your most difficult design

problem.  How did you solve it?

P: Funnily enough, it’s almost always

through communication. Whenever I’ve

been stumped on a design, or there’s

been bumps in the road, talking to the

team has helped work out every problem.

Maybe we can negotiate a different way

to implement that tricky object. Or

sometimes just talking through the

problem with other designers has helped

me realize the best option, or we figure it

out together. Often the best way to solve

a problem is just taking a break, thinking

about other things for awhile, and

coming back to it later.

A: You are the gaming designer for Sims

FreePlay, a game with a rich history of

quirky gameplay and high-quality

commodities! Tell us about the creative

journey you embark upon when you

consider further innovations to an

already well-established game?

P: A lot of innovations are inspired by the

player. When I have an opportunity to

design something new it starts by

assessing what we already have, and

what limitations may have changed that

allow us to do something different. I

spend a lot of time trying to think about

things as a player – e.g, as a player, if I

were given XYZ, what would I expect

from it? What would make this feature

the best possible version of itself, or

delight me? And what would that look like

in context with the rest of FreePlay?

That’s the starting point. 

A: Sims FreePlay enjoys a wide variety of

build/buy and CAS items with clear,

worldwide inspirations.Where do you and

your team find inspiration for the next

major FreePlay update?

P:We get inspiration from everywhere!

We keep an eye out on the world around

us for new trends and ideas, and we’re

frequently researching places,

brainstorming ideas, and sharing it with

each other. We keep an eye out on what

the players are doing with their builds,

what they wish they had (and what

they’re faking with other objects!), and

send surveys to gather even more ideas

and feedback. Sometimes we’ll look at

our most popular updates too and see if

there’s related themes that our players

might also enjoy. There’s a lot of things

we’d love to do to improve build/buy in

the future, but it all depends on what

other things we need to get done. You’ll

just have to keep your eyes open!

A: Both Sims FreePlay and Sims Mobile

are developed by your studio --

Firemonkeys. What, in your opinion, are

the major differences between the two

games? How do you plan to keep them

separate player experiences?

P:I believe there’s a lot of inherent

difference between the two games!

Freeplay sits a little closer to a town

management game – you have dozens of

Sims to manage over a large space

checking in to complete tasks one action

at a time. Sims Mobile you have just a

couple of Sims who you deal with a lot

more intimately – you interact with them

in bursts instead of single actions.

Keeping these play styles separate

(single actions vs elongated Sim

sessions), and what comes from that

(holistic Sim management as opposed to

detailed Sim engagement) is in my

opinion, the best way to keep the two

games distinct from one another.

A: What advice do you have for women

and girls who may want to follow in your

footsteps?

P: Find you and your own voice, ask for

help, and find the people who share your

values. If you don’t have a place, make

one, then share it with the people who

come after you. Be you, and chase down

the best possible version of yourself,

even if you don’t think you can achieve it,

because at least you’re moving in the

right direction.

P: It’s hard to pick – I love different

updates for different reasons.
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WOMEN AT WORK: 

100 YEARS OF WOMENSWEAR

I n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  h i s t o r y ,  100  y e a r s  i s n ' t  a  p a r t i c u l a r l y

l o n g  t i m e .  B u t  i n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  f a s h i o n  h i s t o r y ,  i t 's  t h e

d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t r y i n g  t o  g e t  a r o u n d  i n  a  b o n e -

c i n c h i n g  g i r d l e  a n d  a n k l e - l e n g t h  s k i r t  a n d  e a s i n g  i n t o  t h e

N i k e  l e g g i n g s  a n d  V a n s  s n e a k e r s  y o u ' r e  p r o b a b l y  w e a r i n g

t o d a y .  I n  t h e  i n t e r v e n i n g  y e a r s ,  t h e r e  h a v e  b e e n  m a j o r

s h i f t s  i n  t e c h n o l o g y ,  p o l i t i c s ,  c u l t u r e ,  a n d  s o c i a l  n o r m s ,

a n d  f a s h i o n  h a s  r e f l e c t e d  t h a t  i n  i t s  e v e r -c h a n g i n g  c y c l e

o f  t r e n d s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  w o m e n 's  f a s h i o n .  C o m e  a n d  t a k e  a

j o u r n e y  w i t h  S i m s  N a t i o n  M a g a z i n e  a s  w e  t a k e  a  l o o k  a t

h o w  m u c h  w o m e n 's  f a s h i o n  h a s  c h a n g e d  o v e r  e a c h

d e c a d e  f r o m  t h e  R o a r i n g  20 's  t o  t h e  t o t a l l y  r a d  80 's .  

B Y  S H E L L Y B E E  S I M

W e ' l l  t a k e  a  l o o k  a t  s u c h  i c o n s  a s  J o s e p h i n e  B a k e r  a n d

R o s i e  t h e  R i v e t e r .  T h e  S u f f r a g e t t e  m o v e m e n t  a n d  i c o n i c

l o o k s  s u c h  a s  t h e  20 's  f l a p p e r ,  t h e  d i s c o  q u e e n 's  o f  t h e

70 's  a n d  p o p u l a r  l o o k s  f r o m  i c o n i c  a c t r e s s e s  s u c h  a s

B e t t e  D a v i s  a n d  M o l l y  R i n g w a l d .

C r e d i t  t o  @e m m a s t i l l s i m s  f o r  h e r  d e c a d e s  l o o k b o o k  t h a t

h e l p e d  p u l l  a l l  t h e  l i n k s  a n d  l o o k s  t o g e t h e r .  M o s t  C C  l i n k s

c a n  b e  f o u n d  o n  h e r  T u m b l r .  

A l s o  c r e d i t  t o  m y  14  y e a r  o l d  d a u g h t e r  J o i  f o r  p u t t i n g  t h e

l o o k s  t o g e t h e r  f o r  t h e  p r e s e n t  d a y  f a s h i o n
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Over the years, video game companies have developed clever ways

to keep players spending. While the strategy of old was to develop a

game, market the hell out of it, and then sell as many units as

possible, the advent of cloud-based gaming changed that.

Companies realized a single game title could continue generating

revenue long after its projected shelf-life.  A player could return to a

beloved game title after completing its main storyline if the

developers release some semblance of DLC – or downloadable

content—for the game. 

Downloadable content gives players fresh quests or new objectives

in a familiar package. It also keeps cash rolling in for any given title.

Similarly, mobile game developers can keep players returning to

their game through events – limited time tasks that offer a variety

of desirable items as prizes.Mobile events keep the game fresh,

motivate players, and encourage audiences to spend real cash to

either finish or, perhaps more importantly, to finish first.

 

Both Sims Mobile and Sims FreePlay have a large variety of event

types designed for their respective games. Although the two Sims

iterations are quite different, some of the event types share more

than players may expect. An example of this phenomenon is Sims

Mobile’s “Wumples Wishlist” and Sims FreePlay’s “SimChase.”

 

On the surface, these events appear very similar. During both

Wumples and SimChase, players must complete a gauntlet of time-

consuming tasks within a time limit in order to win furniture or

clothing for their Sims. 

 

So which event type is worth player time, effort, and money? 

Sims Nation Magazine dissects each event-type alongside its prizes

to find out.

WUMPLES

VS.

SIMCHASE

WHICH ONE IS WORTH YOUR TIME 

(AND MONEY?)
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TIME

WUMPLES:

Each Wumples event lasts five days. Each day,

players must complete between 5-8 tasks. These

tasks can be categorized as instant, active, and non-

active or passive.

 

INSTANT: Some tasks can be completed in an

instant, such as “wash away problems in a shower.” 

 As soon as the Sim embarks upon that task, it is

complete.

 

ACTIVE: Players can speed up other tasks by

actively playing with their Sims; that is, a player can

remain in game to choose what activities their Sim

spends energy doing. Each completed activity

shortens the time required to complete the task by a

few minutes, but Sims Mobile Sims only have so

much energy to spend. The player, then, must leave

the game and return to her Sim once that Sim has

replenished its energy. These tasks are usually ones

that the player can conduct with or without

Wumples, such as “complete a standard event.” 

NON-ACTIVE:  Other tasks are non-active.

Players cannot play through these tasks to speed

through them. If players want to skip these tasks,

they must spend SimCash, the in-game currency

purchased with real-life currency. 

 

By using Game Changer generated walkthroughs,

players can queue up certain tasks ahead of time. To

the right and during chapter 2, Wumples Wishlist

#51 asks the player to “Dance for Wumples,” a non-

active task that ties up one Sim for 30 real-time

minutes. While that Sim is busy, a player could get

another Sim to “complete a standard event,” an

active task that requires a two-to-three-hour time

commitment (unless the player clicks through the

task.) After the Sim has completed the standard

event, the player can refrain from clicking the pink

“done” check mark until it is time to complete that

task. Having done so, the player saves time.

THE BOTTOM LINE:  By queueing tasks ahead of time

and actively playing through events, Sims Mobile players

have some control over how to spend Sim time during

Wumples Wishlist events. 

Time is the commodity upon which mobile games thrive. A player can spend the

time to complete a certain task in a game or that player can spend the money to

complete the same task. Both Wumples and SimChase require real-time to

complete events, but the ways players can circumvent those time requirements

differ in each game.
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TIME

SIMCHASE:

Sim Chase is FreePlay’s task-heavy event type that

encourages players to not only complete a set of

time-consuming activities but to also do so

competitively. During Sim Chase, a FreePlay Sim

must race against another “rival” Sim to certain

checkpoints. Each checkpoint offers either a pack of

desirable items as a prize or a “roadblock” that a

player can use to trip up the rival. Players must

complete all tasks within that episode’s list in order

to reach that episode’s checkpoint. If the rival Sim

reaches the checkpoint before the player Sim,

however, the Simmer loses that checkpoint’s prizes

completely. Yikes.

 

All of Sims FreePlay’s tasks require real time to

finish. Players cannot actively play through tasks,

but they may skip them with Social Points. 

Social Points, in-game currency, are difficult to

come by in-game and are expensive to purchase.

 

If the competitive nature of SimChase weren’t

enough, this unique event does not allow players to

work on more than one task at a time. 

 

Once a player begins completing a task, the other

task choices will gray out. Thus, concerning

SimChase time management, there is no real

planning ahead. The best way to beat the “rival” is to

complete quick tasks first or to use social points to

skip tasks completely.

Some SimChase tasks require one Sim. Others

require multiple Sims. Still other tasks, called

“Grandmaster” tasks, strong arm the player into

spending some semblance of in-game currency.

To complete Commodore Knew-it-All’s

Grandmaster task, the player must spend either a

whopping 87,895 Simoleons (in-game currency

earned through real-estate, spin plants, and Sim

jobs), or cough up Social Points (in-game currency

earned slowly through neighborhood tasks, spin

plants, or with real money) to shorten the task. If a

player does not have enough Simoleons or any Social

Points, then she’s out of luck. 

THE BOTTOM LINE:   SimChases are far more time-

consuming than Wumples Wishlists. The inability to queue

tasks ahead of time may lead to frustration for some

players. 
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EFFORT

WUMPLES:

Completing a Wumples Wishlist can prove somewhat

challenging. Because Sims Mobile Sims have only a

certain amount of energy that they can spend,

Wumples Wishlist tasks are often arranged to

deplete a Sim’s energy entirely through non-active

tasks before asking the player to complete an active

task or vice-versa. This prevents the player from

expediting active tasks or slows them from

beginning non-active tasks. 

For example, note that during chapter 5 of Wumples

#50 that players must “Get Riled Up about

SimSports” five times. Each time consumes 10

energy. The player will need to expend a grand total

of 50 energy (a full energy charge is 30 energy) in

order to complete this step. However, right after

this step, the player must then wrangle their Sims

into long events.Long events are 5-7 hour active

events that players can click through with energy

points. However, if the player depletes her energy

stores while “getting riled,” she will have to wait, use

a cupcake to replenish her energy, spend SimCash to

replenish energy, use an alternate Sim (if any have

energy available) and so forth. 

Despite this, players can somewhat take their time

when completing tasks. If a player does not

complete chapter one on the first day, she can catch

up during day two by actively playing, strategically

queuing tasks, or expediting tasks with SimCash. 

THE BOTTOM LINE: Wumples Wishlist tasks are

straightforward and bite-sized. However, the order of the

required tasks may sway players into spending money. 
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EFFORT

SIMCHASE:

Make no mistake. SimChases are difficult. Because

players are pitted against a “rival” Sim, falling

behind that rival can be nerve-wracking and anxiety-

inducing. After all, catching up after falling behind

almost requires spending Social Points. Players must

pay close attention to the time restraints of each

task. Once a Sim has finished a given task, the player

must jump back into the game to begin the next task.

This experience feels remarkably like a real-time

race, even though the “rival” is automated. 

That said, the stakes are high. If a rival reaches a

checkpoint before the player, the player loses that

checkpoint’s prizes completely. It’s an absolute

bummer. 

Some checkpoints offer roadblocks that players can

claim and use to slow down their opponent. , this is a

way players can stay ahead if their rival is hot on

their heels. 

THE BOTTOM LINE: SimChase feels far more demanding

than Wumples Wishlists. Competing with a rival under threat

of missing out on desirable items keeps players on their

timed toes, sometimes unto frustration. 
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PRIZES

WUMPLES:

After completing all tasks for all chapters of a given

Wishlist, the game rewards players with two prizes

of varying type -- decor, build/buy, clothing, or

accessories. Players also receive ten fashion gems

to spend at Izzy’s Fashion Trailer in Parkside.These

prizes, however, are often lackluster.  From non-

functional glasses of milk, odd wall decor, tiny snow

globes, and gender-specific clothing pieces, even the

most interesting Wumples Wishlists feel like a little

for a lot of effort. 

THE BOTTOM LINE: Wumples Wishlist prizes are few in

number and often disappointingly non-functional. 
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SIMCHASE:

Though FreePlay’s SimChases can prove difficult,

their offered prizes are many, varied, beautiful, and

functional. In addition, players who take part in a

SimChase win prizes along the way. When a player

reaches a checkpoint, that checkpoint’s prize pack

unlocks. The  player will find one copy of each

unlocked prize in her inventory. This way, the player

does not need to complete an entire SimChase to

win something nice. 

Checkpoint two of the current SimChase, for

example, boasts a freshly modern toilet seat in both

white and black swatches, and two paper towel

dispensers also in black and white. 

Checkpoint five rewards persistent players with two

stipple doors, two fine ottoman, and two hand

dryers.

Finally, this particular SimChase rewards triumphant

players with a grand prize that consists of the

following: two twin sinks, two globe lights, four

form-fitting dresses for adult female Sims, a new

asymmetrical hairstyle for adult female Sims, and

lovely strappy sandals, also for female Sims.
THE BOTTOM LINE: Both SimChase and Wumples Wishlist

require players to be time-management masters. Although

Wumples gives players the freedom to multitask and plan

ahead, its prizes are not nearly as interesting or useful as

SimChase’s. SimChases are notoriously difficult and

sometimes force the player to spend in-game currency.

Players with enough patience and Social Points, however,

will win beautifullydetailed and functional items to add to

their Sim homes. 

WINNER: SIMCHASE



[Fade In]

The Ravenswood. Dawn. 

The two princes are locked in violent fisticuffs. AHMAD, wreathed in crackling blue lightning,

hurls thunderous spheres of electricity in his brother’s direction. 

ROMALYN:  To crush your limits, you must remember why you clench your fists. Remember

why you fight. Remember who you fight for. You have a nation at your back. A nation that

depends on the might of your arms. Know this. Reach for greater strength beyond even what

you believed possible. Reach because the fate of a nation is in your hands. 

ALI evades each attack but only narrowly.

His own flame magic, a gift from his mother, burns through the woodland like a hot knife. He is

not as powerful, but he is nimble and a quick thinker. He uses the landscaping to ground

Ahmad’s attacks.

AHMAD, however, is a tower of brute force. Soon, AHMAD singes ALI in the soft of the

shoulder, and ALI crumples to his knees in pain. While their father watches, AHMAD summons a

terrible blast of energy and aims it at ALI while the boy is down.

AHMAD: Is that all you got? Our enemies are gonna eat you alive—!

ALI:  Wait, I— nngh!

AHMAD:  Our enemies won’t wait. Our enemies won’t hold back, and neither will I—! 

The blast shatters bowing trees and burns through the soil as it careens toward a helpless ALI. 

ROMALYN acts quickly, tossing the cigarette from his lips, speeding toward his fallen son,

shielding him with his own body. He parries the blast with considerable effort, counteracting

the attack with a force field of wind. His own fingers burn, and his right sleeve falls to ash.

 

ROMALYN:  Have you lost your /mind/, boy? You could have killed him!

AHMAD:  He must be stronger. If he can’t even defeat me...! 

ROMALYN:  He will find his strength. /You/ must find control. Go home. Now.

AHMAD:  But, father! 

ROMALYN:  Go. /Now./

AHMAD returns home in shame. Later that evening, ALI finds him. His right shoulder is

bandaged.

ALI:  I’m sorry. For everything.

AHMAD:  Shut up.

ALI: You’re in pain. I see it. The knives in your eyes. The fire in your soul. If you want the crown

so badly, I’ll abdicate. I’ll do it for you because you’re in pain. 

AHMAD:  I don’t... I don’t need your soft-hearted /sympathy./ 

Don’t you get it? I want to earn the crown. I want the crown to choose me. I want father to

see... for everyone to see, that I am the rightful heir. I’ll prove it. I’ll prove it to you and to

father... to everyone. You’ll see.

ALI:  /Shaquel.../

AHMAD:  Don’t. You don’t understand. You pity me from the throne of your privilege. No one

understands. Except Olivia. Tell father and mother I won’t be in for supper. I need to see her.

[To be continued]

BECOME A LEGEND PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS :

THE

CLENCHED

FIST
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THE 
CLAN

B y  S a r a h  N .  

C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

Jax O’Reagan stood against the

barrier outside of his office,

watching the action below him. 

The owner of Club Slate, he

made sure the place was run

like a well-oiled machine. While

it was mostly a strip club, it was

also where he conducted

business on a somewhat

neutral, completely protected

ground. 

Simonville held more secrets

than Area 51 in Roswell. Jax was

at the head of one of the most

powerful families in town, the

O’Reagans. His family founded

Simonville, and it was his born

duty to carry on that power.

Leaning against the half wall,

Jax watched as his right- and

left-hand men, Blaze and Ehren,

performed the duties they

carried out daily. 

Both were bartenders and co-

managers of the strip club,

leaving Jax to stay mostly

behind the scenes.

He watched as Blaze welcomed

the new entertainer. There was

something about her that was

oddly…familiar

 He didn’t recognize her name

and he couldn’t place her face

in his mind, but the air around

her was odd, almost static. 

As she and Blaze talked, Jax

watched them turn and head

toward the stairs, Blaze placing

his hand on the small of the

girl’s back. He got a good look

at her face; she was gorgeous.

Jax knew Blaze was going to try

to make a move. He’d be stupid

not to. But Jax wasn’t stupid,

and he was used to getting

what he wanted when he saw it,

so he headed toward the

landing of the stairs, preparing

to intercept the pair.

He heard Blaze telling the new

girl about the clientele and how

they were a little more upscale

than some of the other clubs in

the area. They reached the

landing and stopped short,

surprised by Jax.

Holding out his hand, Jax

approached the girl.

“Hi there, I’m Jax O’Reagan,

owner of Club Slate.”

“Oh…um…hi,” the girl said,

shaking his hand. 
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Jax noticed that she wouldn’t look him in the eye.  Did she know? He thought. No, that wasn’t possible. 

One of Jax’s abilities was to hide his identity from mortals.

“…Maren Hoff,” she said, bringing Jax back to the conversation.

“I’ll take it from here, Blaze,” Jax said, stepping between the cotton-candy haired man and the stunning woman.

Blaze looked at Maren and smiled, then nodded at Jax with a look of annoyance on his face. Blaze wasn’t very good at

hiding his emotions. His face told every single thing he felt.

Applying a light pressure on the girl’s back, Jax nudged her forward with the intention of guiding her to his office. 

“If you can just come in my office real fast, we can get all the paperwork and formalities out of the way,” Jax said. “I

trust you brought all the required documents?”

“Yes sir. My driver’s license and social security card,” she said, still avoiding his eyes.

“And you have your stage attire for approval?” Jax asked.

Patting the duffle bag hanging from her shoulder, Maren nodded. “It’s a school girl outfit,” she said.

Sniffing the air around her, Jax said “Perfect! You have an innocent aura around you. That will come in handy when you

are on stage.”

He heard her pulse quicken. Was it from nerves or could she sense there was something different about him? Jax was

willing to bet a portion of his very healthy bank account that it was the latter rather than the former. 

There was something intriguing about her, something he couldn’t quite put his finger on. However, one thing was

certain.

He was going to find out.
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